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Rules highlights - complete rules available online @ 
https://midatlanticrimfireseries.wordpress.com/rulebook/  
 

• Eye and ear protection is mandatory for EVERYONE. 
 

• All events will be run on cold ranges. 
 

• Rifles must be cased, secured muzzle up or muzzle down in a stable 
gun cart/caddy, carried or slung with the muzzle up or down.  

 

• Detachable magazines must be removed and the use of high-
visibility empty chamber indicator (ECI) device is required. 

 

• A competitor who causes an accidental discharge will be stopped by 
a Range Officer as soon as possible and shall be disqualified.  
Examples of unsafe gun handling include: 

 

• Allowing the muzzle of a firearm to break the 180 degree safety 
plane. 

 

• Allowing the muzzle of a firearm to point at any part of the 
competitor’s body during a course of fire (i.e. sweeping, muzzling, 
etc.). 

 

• Any movement, including any barricade transition, must be done with 
the action open and an empty chamber. 

 

https://midatlanticrimfireseries.wordpress.com/rulebook/


• Semi-automatic rifle exception: The competitor must engage the 
safety and yell “SAFE” loud enough for the Range Officer to hear with 
ear protection. 

 

• Failure of the competitor to follow previous two bullet points will result 
in the competitor returning to the previous position and complying 
with the rule. 
 
 
 

  



Range Commands 
 
“MAKE READY”   (You may now load your firearm and assume the starting position.) 
 
“ARE YOU READY?”  (An affirmative nod or verbal “yes” will suffice.) 

“STANDBY”   (The timer will be activated in 1-5 seconds, signaling the start) 

“BEEP”   (The timer has started.  Engage the targets until completed or the par time elapses.  Reload 

safely as required.) 

“IF YOU ARE FINISHED, UNLOAD AND SHOW CLEAR”  (Remove the magazine, open the action to 

eject round, and allow the Range Officer to visually inspect that the chamber is empty.  Insert the ECI.)  

“RANGE IS CLEAR” (Shooting is finished, and scoring will commence.  Reset targets as necessary.) 

At any time, an RSO may issue the “STOP” command in the event of a safety issue or hazardous 

situation.  You should cease any actions (in effect FREEZE, DON’T MOVE), and await further 

instructions. 

Misc Notes: 

There are Outhouses in the woods across from the range.  The Shartlesville Archery Clubhouse 
also has indoor bathrooms for use. 
 
There are no make ups, mulligans, or redo’s at this match.  Failure to follow the stage briefing will 
result in the stage be scored “as shot”. 
 
There are no stage DQs.  A DQ is for the entire match. 
 
Rimfire rounds are notorious for getting stuck in the chamber, please insert the ECI into the 
chamber to ensure it is empty. 
 
This match is eligible for MARS points.  For more info goto:  
www.midatlanticrimfireseries.com 
 
I hope you enjoy shooting this match as much as I have enjoyed planning and putting it on the 
ground for you.  Please take two minutes when the match is over to complete the questionnaire and 
turn it in with your paper scoresheet or complete the questionnaire online. 

 

FOOD WILL BE AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE! 

 

  

http://www.midatlanticrimfireseries.com/


 

Stage #1: Hole In The Wall! 

Max # of Rounds: 15 

Max points: 12 

Targets & Distance: Eggs 65 yds 

Time Limit: 90 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Any 

Start Position: Standing behind wall mag inserted, empty chamber 

Description: Upon start signal engage the four egg racks (3 eggs per rack) 

from four different holes in the wall. One rack per hole.   
 

 

Stage #2: Rope-A-Dope 

Max # of Rounds: 20 

Max points: 20 

Targets & Distance: Diamond poppers 50-65 yds 

Time Limit: 120 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Any  

Start Position: Standing behind stairs mag inserted, empty chamber 

Description: Upon start signal engage all ten poppers from stairs using rope as 

support. Once one round is fired at each of the ten targets. Move 

to tank trap and reengage all ten poppers. This is a Hit or Miss 

stage. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stage #3: The Barrels 

Max # of Rounds: 15 

Max points: 12 

Targets & Distance: 2 poppers 50 yds 

Time Limit: 90 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Any  

Start Position: Standing behind barrel mag inserted, empty chamber  

Description: Upon start signal take a position on barrel and engage one popper, 

move to second barrel and engage second popper. Repeat 

alternating barrels & poppers until 12 hits or 15 max rounds are 

fired.   
 

 

Stage #4: The Ladder  

Max # of Rounds: 20 

Max points: 18 

Targets & Distance: 9 plates 50 yds 

Time Limit: 90 seconds  

Allowed Equipment: One bag  

Start Position: Standing behind ladder mag inserted, empty chamber  

Description: Upon start signal take position on ladder and engage all targets 

left to right. Change position (rung) on ladder and repeat.  
 

 

Stage #5: High To Low 

Max # of Rounds: 8 

Max points: 8 

Targets & Distance: 4 plates 50 yds 

Time Limit: 90 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Sling  

Start Position: Standing with mag inserted, empty chamber  

Description: Upon start signal engage top plate with two rounds standing.  

Then engage second plate down with two rounds kneeling. 

Then engage third plate down with two rounds sitting (on butt). 

Then engage fourth plate down with two rounds prone. 

Hit or Miss 
 

  



 

Stage #6: Bottom of the Barrels  

Max # of Rounds: 20 

Max points: 15 

Targets & Distance: 5 plates on right side of range, 194, 204, 217, 227, 230 yds 

Time Limit: 120 

Allowed Equipment: Bipod & one bag 

Start Position: Standing behind barrels mag inserted, empty chamber 

Description: Upon start signal engage all five plates from a barrel. Then 

change barrels and repeat. Change barrel and repeat a third time. 

Must use all three barrels, can not use the same barrel twice.  
 

 

Stage #7: Tunnel Limits 

Max # of Rounds: 20 

Max points: 10 

Targets & Distance: Two KYL racks, 75 yds & 190 yds 

Time Limit: 120 

Allowed Equipment: Bipod & one bag 

Start Position: In tunnel (knees deep) with mag inserted  

Description: Upon start signal engage 75 yard KYL rack then move to top of 

tunnel and engage 190 yard KYL rack. 

When changing positions bolt MUST be open, Semi shooters 

MUST engage safety and yell safe.  

Muzzle MUST remain in downrange direction!  
 

 

Stage #8: To The Window!  

Max # of Rounds: 15 

Max points: 10 

Targets & Distance: 5 Silhouettes, 83, 197, 208, 235, 300 

Time Limit: 120 seconds 

Allowed Equipment: Any  

Start Position: Standing in doorway 

Description: Upon start signal move into room and build shooting position 

behind window. Engage targets Near to Far and then Far to Near. 

One point per hit, per target each way. 
 


